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Human-robot cooperation for robust surface treatment
using non-conventional sliding mode control

Abstract

This work presents a human-robot closely collaborative solution to cooperatively

perform surface treatment tasks such as polishing, grinding, deburring, etc. The

method considers two force sensors attached to the manipulator end-effector

and tool: one sensor is used to properly accomplish the surface treatment task,

while the second one is used by the operator to guide the robot tool. The

proposed scheme is based on task priority and adaptive non-conventional sliding

mode control. The applicability of the proposed approach is substantiated by

experimental results using a redundant 7R manipulator: the Sawyer cobot.

Keywords: Cooperative task, force feedback, sliding mode control

1. Introduction

The automation of industrial processes has generated great improvements in

terms of product quality, cost reduction and operator safety and comfort. How-

ever, there are currently many industrial processes that are carried out manually

due to their complexity. Nowadays robotic manipulators cannot compete with5

the adaptability of humans and, hence, there is currently a strong tendency to

combine robots and humans to collaboratively accomplish complex tasks.

In surface treatment operations the tool has to be in contact with the product

surface to apply a specific treatment (polishing, deburring, grinding, etc.) and,

hence, the forces exerted by the tool have to be properly controlled and it10

should be kept perpendicular to the surface to homogenize the pressure on all

contact points [1]. Due to the complexity of the shape of the product surfaces,

human operators have difficulties in maintaining a constant pressure and tool
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perpendicularity to the surface at all times. Moreover, when the product to be

treated is part of a production line where it is in motion or its morphology is15

constantly changing, it is difficult for robots to carry out automatic treatment

operations efficiently.

To mitigate the drawbacks of both, manual and robotic automatic sur-

face treatment, this work proposes a human-robot closely collaborative solution

which adopts the form of a human operator performing the task of ‘’guiding”20

the tool along the object surface, whilst operating in synergy with a robotic

manipulator in charge of automatically maintaining both the tool’s pressure

on the surface and the tool’s perpendicularity to the surface, hence ensuring a

flexible surface treatment. For this purpose, this work uses multi-task and a

novel adaptive non-conventional sliding mode control (SMC). The SMC is used25

in this work to benefit from its inherent robustness [2] and low computational

cost, i.e., only the first-order kinematics of the robot is required for the proposed

approach, as detailed below.

Moreover, the proposed approach resorts to an arrangement with two force

sensors to accomplish the collaborative operation: one sensor is used to prop-30

erly accomplish the surface treatment task, i.e., to attain the desired pressure

between the tool and the surface being treated as well as to keep the tool ori-

entation perpendicular to the surface; while the second sensor is used by the

operator to guide the robot tool along the surface to be treated. Note that the

force sensor used to accomplish the surface treatment cannot be used simultane-35

ously to guide the robot, since the forces exerted by the human operator would

represent a disturbance in an underdetermined sensing system that would pre-

vent the satisfactory accomplishment of the surface treatment task. This would

be the case for instance should the operator exert a force in the direction away

from the surface to be treated larger than the desired pressure for the treatment40

task. In this troubled scenario the robot would end up moving away from the

object to be treated and contact would be lost.

Next, a literature review is presented about the main aspects concerning

this work: automatic surface treatment, robot guidance and SMC techniques
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for robot force control and human-robot collaboration.45

Many approaches can be found in literature tackling the problem of auto-

matic surface treatment using robot manipulators with force feedback. For in-

stance, in [1] an algorithm was proposed for planning the tool location together

with a compliance force control. In [3] a method for maintaining a constant

polishing pressure with a numerical control polishing system was proposed by50

controlling the force during the process. In [4] a dual position/force control loop

based on fuzzy techniques was presented for robotic grinding applications. In [5]

an analytically force overshoot-free approach based on impedance control was

developed to perform force-tracking. In [6] a sensor-less force control technique

was proposed for a parallel machine using the information about trajectories55

and forces applied by skilled workers.

Themotion guidance for robot manipulators is typically obtained via a wrist-

mounted force sensor which evaluates the forces exerted by the human operator.

The most commonly used method to convert these measurements into kinematic

instructions to the robot is through compliance control, which establishes a di-60

rect relationship between the measured forces and the changes in the robot

position [7, 8]. Yet other variants and methods can be found in the literature.

For instance, in [9] a force tracking method under the impedance control frame-

work was extended to also account for uncertain human limb dynamics. In [10] a

decision-and-control architecture was proposed for hand-arm systems with “soft65

robotics” capabilities via dedicated human-machine interfaces. In [11] a mathe-

matical relation between the velocity of the human-robot interaction point and

the force applied by the human operator was established using impedance con-

trol for handling tasks.

Other approaches tackling the problems of robot force control and human-70

robot collaboration are based on SMC techniques. Concretely, in [12] SMC was

used to suppress impact forces when contacting the environment and be able

to continue with a stable robot motion. In [13] a hybrid position/force control

scheme was proposed using first- and second-order SMC for position and force

control, respectively. In [14] an impedance control structure was proposed for75
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monitoring the contact force between the end-effector and the environment, and

a model-free fuzzy SMC strategy was employed to design the position and force

controllers. In [15], several methods were developed to control a prosthetic hand

and the best results in terms of unwanted force overshoot were obtained using a

SMC with force, position and velocity feedback. In [16] a non-singular terminal80

SMC was developed to ensure trajectory tracking precision for the case of a lower

limb rehabilitation parallel robot. In [17] a proxy-based SMC was proposed to

obtain effective tracking during normal operations for flexible joint manipulators

working close to humans. In [18] a robust SMC was proposed that relied on

basic information from the human subject to handle model uncertainties due85

to biomechanical variation of patients using an upper limb rehabilitation robot.

An SMC consisting of a PID sliding surface and a fuzzy hitting control law

was developed in [19] to guarantee robust tracking performance and reduce the

chattering effect for a class of robot-assisted therapeutic exoskeleton. A fuzzy

SMC was presented in [20] using a non-linear model for trajectory tracking of90

micro robots in the human vasculature system. Moreover, SMC has been used

in the field of robot force control not only to improve controller robustness but

also to improve force estimation by means of a sliding perturbation observer to

avoid the use of expensive force sensors, e.g., see [21]. It is worth mentioning

that, currently, SMC is being thoroughly used to control robot systems, see [22,95

23, 24, 25] among others.

Recently, a human-robot collaboration aimed at manual polishing opera-

tions was presented in [26]. In this application the robot holds the workpiece

and the human operator is assumed equipped with an abrasive tool to perform

the polishing operation. During this process the robot keeps the workpiece in a100

fixed position, whereas the operator can change its orientation by pushing the

robot body, which is detected by a force sensor mounted at the robot wrist.

Note that this “static” polishing application is substantially different from the

cooperative solution proposed in this work for surface treatment, whereby the

robot, not the operator, is in charge of applying the surface treatment with the105

tool, automatically maintaining both the desired pressure and the perpendicu-
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larity of the tool to the surface, whilst the operator’s task is to guide the robot

tool along the surface to be treated. One of the proposed method’s primary

virtues is the ability to treat large surfaces, e.g., polishing a car body section,

for which the above work is not a fitting solution.110

Furthermore, the proposed controller has several distinctive features that

sets it apart from other works in the literature. In particular, the combination

of two sensors attached to the manipulator end-effector with an adaptive non-

conventional SMC framework is a key novelty of the proposal.

The paper is organized as follows: next section introduces some preliminar-115

ies, while Section 3 develops the required SMC theory. The proposed method

for robotic surface treatment is presented in Section 4. A simulation is pre-

sented in Section 5 in order to evaluate the proposed non-conventional SMC

and to compare several switching gain laws. The actual implementation of the

proposed method is detailed in Section 6, while its effectiveness is substantiated120

by experimental results in Section 7 using a redundant 7R manipulator: the

Rethink Sawyer cobot. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2. Preliminaries

Kinematics. The robot pose p depends on the robot configuration q as follows:

p = l(q), (1)

where l is the nonlinear kinematic function of the robot. The first- and second-

order kinematics of the pose vector p result in:

ṗ =
∂l(q)

∂q
q̇ = Jq̇ (2)

p̈ = Jq̈ + J̇q̇, (3)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the robot.
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Robot control. This work assumes the existence of a robot controller in charge

of achieving a particular joint acceleration from the commanded vector q̈c, and

that its dynamics is fast enough compared to that of q̈c. Hence, the relationship:

q̈ = q̈c + dc (4)

holds approximately true, where dc represents inaccuracies due to disturbances.125

Note that the dynamic model of the robot system should be taken into account

to properly design the mentioned underlying joint controller.

Task-priority scheme. The task-priority strategy [27] allows to tackle several

objectives simultaneously assigning an order of priority to each one. Let us

considerM tasks which consist in calculating the commanded joint acceleration

vector q̈c to fulfill the following equality constraints:

Aiq̈c = bi, i = 1, . . . ,M, (5)

where matrix Ai and vector bi of the ith task are assumed known and index

i represents the priority order (i = 1 for highest priority). The solution q̈c,M

that hierarchically minimizes the error of equations in (5) is given by [28]:

q̈c,i = q̈c,i−1 + (AiNi−1)†(bi −Aiq̈c,i−1) (6)

Ni = Ni−1(I− (AiNi−1)†(AiNi−1)), (7)

with i = 1, . . . ,M, q̈c,0 = 0, N0 = I,

where I and 0 denote the identity matrix and zero column vector, respectively,

superscript † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and q̈c,i and Ni are the

solution vector and null-space projection matrix for the set of first i tasks.130
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3. Sliding Mode Control

3.1. Conventional SMC to satisfy equality constraints

For conventional SMC (see Fig. 1-left) the state space of the system is divided

into two regions, A and B, separated by the sliding surface. The value of the

control action u when the system is in region A is such that it “pushes” the135

system into region B, namely uB . Analogously, when the system is in region B,

the value of control action is such that it pushes the system into region A, namely

uA. Hence, regardless of whether the system starts in region A - xA(0), or B -

xB(0), it evolves to the sliding surface in what is referred as reaching mode [2].

Once the system has reached the sliding surface, the system is kept on it by140

a control action u that switches between uA and uB at a theoretically infinite

frequency, which is known as sliding mode (SM) [2]. A continuous equivalent

control [29] can be obtained for the SM phase. Therefore, SMC produces such

control action without explicitly computing it and with low computational cost.

The theorem below presents a conventional SMC designed to satisfy equality145

constraints.

Theorem 1. Consider the following dynamical system:

ẋ = f(x,d) + g(x)u, (8)

where x(t) is the state vector, d(t) an unmeasured disturbance, u(t) the control

input vector, f a vector field and g a set of vector fields.

Consider also that the state vector x is subject to equality constraints

φeq,i(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . , Neq, where φeq,i(x) is the ith equality constraint func-

tion. Thus, the region Φeq compatible with the constraints is given by:

Φeq = {x | φeq,i(x) = 0} , i = 1, . . . , Neq. (9)

Then, assuming that the constraint functions φeq,i are differentiable, the

control action u that fulfills the variable structure control below guarantees that
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the system converges to Φeq in finite time and remains there henceforth:

Lgφequ = −Weqsign(φeq) u
+
eq (10)

u+eq > ‖Lfφeq‖1
/
diagmin(Weq), (11)

where φeq is a column vector with all the constraint functions φeq,i, the scalar

Lfφeq,i =
∂φT

eq,i

∂x f and the row vector Lgφeq,i =
∂φT

eq,i

∂x g denote the Lie derivatives150

of φeq,i(x) in the direction of vector field f and in the direction of the set of

vector fields g, respectively, column vector Lfφeq contains the elements Lfφeq,i

of all equality constraints, matrix Lgφeq contains the row vectors Lgφeq,i of all

equality constraints, sign(·) represents the sign function, positive scalar u+eq is

the so-called switching gain, Weq is a diagonal matrix representing the switching155

gain weights for the constraints, ‖ · ‖1 represents the 1-norm norm and function

diagmin(·) computes the minimum value of the diagonal elements of a matrix.

Proof. The proof can be obtained straightforward from the Proof 2.1 in [29] and

its generalization. Details omitted for brevity.

3.2. One-side SMC to satisfy inequality constraints160

The one-side SMC proposed in this work is graphically represented in Fig. 1-

right and is used to satisfy inequality constraints. In this case, the state space of

the system is divided into the non-allowed region A and the allowed region B,

which are separated by the constraint boundary. Similarly to conventional SMC,

when the system sate is in the non-allowed region A the control action u = uB165

pushes the system into the allowed region B. But in contrast to conventional

SMC, when the system state is in the allowed region B, no control action is

applied, i.e., u = 0. Hence, if the system starts in region A, i.e., xA(0), it

evolves in reaching mode to the sliding surface. Nevertheless, when the system

starts in the allowed region B, the system state can “freely” evolve according to170

some other criterion, e.g., a control law for reference tracking. Therefore, only

when the state trajectory tries by itself to leave the allowed region, the one-side

SMC will make u switch between 0 and uB at a theoretically infinite frequency,
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which can be seen as an ideal SM behavior [2]. The theorem below presents the

one-side SMC proposed to satisfy inequality constraints.175

Theorem 2. Considering the system (8) and that the state vector x is subject

to inequality constraints φin,i(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , Nin, where φin,i(x) is the ith

constraint function, the region Φin compatible with the constraints is given by:

Φin = {x | φin,i(x) ≤ 0} , i = 1, . . . , Nin. (12)

Then, assuming that the constraint functions φin,i are differentiable, the

control action u that fulfills the variable structure control below guarantees that

the system converges to Φin in finite time and remains there henceforth:

v2dm (pos (φin))Lgφinu = −Win pos (φin) u+in (13)

u+in >

na∑
i=1

(max(Lfφin,i, 0))/diagmin(Win), (14)

where function v2dm(·) converts a vector into a diagonal matrix1, function

pos(·) represents the positive function (i.e., pos(x) = 0 if x < 0 and pos(x) = 1

otherwise), φin is a column vector with all the inequality constraint functions

φin,i, matrix Lgφin contains the row vectors Lgφin,i of all inequality constraints,

the scalar Lfφin,i =
∂φT

in,i

∂x f and the row vector Lgφin,i =
∂φT

in,i

∂x g denote the Lie180

derivatives of the inequality constraints in the direction of vector field f and in

the direction of the set of vector fields g, respectively, positive scalar u+in is the

switching gain, Win is a diagonal matrix representing the switching gain weights

and na is the number of active inequality constraints, i.e., those with φin,i ≥ 0.

Proof. The inequality constraint vector is partitioned into two subvectors φin =

[φna T
in φNin−na T

in ]T, where the first one is composed of the na active inequality

constraints and the second one of the remaining non-active constraints. Assum-

ing that φna
in (0) > 0, the goal of this proof is to show that convergence to point

1The expression v2dm(pos(φin)) on the left-side of (13) is used to obtain the trivial scalar
equation 0 = 0 for the non-active inequality constraints, i.e., those with φin,i < 0.
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φna
in = 0 is achieved in finite time. The column vector φ̇in composed of the

constraint function derivatives φ̇in,i is given by

φ̇in =
∂φT

∂x
f(x,d) +

∂φT

∂x
g(x)u = Lfφin + Lgφinu. (15)

Premultiplying (15) by v2dm (pos (φin)) and substituting (13) yields:

v2dm(zin)φ̇in = v2dm(zin)Lfφin −Win zin u
+
in, (16)

where zin is a column vector with the ith-component zin,i = 1 if φin,i > 0 and

zin,i = 0 if φin,i < 0. Let Vin = zT
in v2dm(zin)φin be a Lyapunov function

candidate. Vector φna
in can be generically partitioned into two subvectors φna

in =

[φb T
in φna−b T

in ]T, where SM occurs in the manifold given by φbin = 0, whereas

the components of vector φna−b
in are greater than zero. Since vectors zna−b

in = 1

and zNin−na
in = 0 are constant, the time derivative of V results in:

V̇in =

d



zbin

1

0


T

v2dm



zbin

1

0





dt


0

φna−b
in

φNin−na
in

+ zT
in v2dm(zin) φ̇in

=zT
in v2dm(zin) φ̇in. (17)

Substituting (16) in (17) yields:

V̇in = zT
in v2dm(zin) Lfφin − zT

in Win zin u
+
in. (18)

Since zNin−na
in = 0 and the components of vector zna

in range from 0 to 1, the

upper bound of the first term in (18) is given by zna
in,i = 1 when Lfφna

in,i > 0 and
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zna
in,i = 0 when Lfφna

in,i < 0, that is:

zT
in v2dm(zin) Lfφin ≤

na∑
i=1

(max(Lfφin,i, 0)). (19)

Since u+in is a positive scalar and matrix Win is positive definite, the second

term in (18) is negative and its upper bound is given by:

− zT
in Win zin u

+
in ≤ −diagmin(Win) ‖zin‖22 u+in, (20)

where ‖zin‖2 ≥ 1 ∀ φin > 0, because if vector φna−b
in is not empty at least one

component of vector zin is equal to 1. From (19) and (20), the upper bound of

the time derivative of the Lyapunov function V results in:

V̇in ≤
na∑
i=1

(max(Lfφin,i, 0))− diagmin(Win) u+in. (21)

Therefore, if u+in fulfills (14) the Lyapunov function decays at a finite rate,185

it vanishes and collective SM in the intersection of the na active inequality

constraints occurs after a finite time interval.

3.3. Modified constraints

Approaching the constraints at high speed is not advisable because, in gen-

eral, large joint accelerations q̈ would be required to slow down the robot motion

in order to keep it on the constraint manifold. Therefore, the actual constraints

σeq,i and σin,i will be modified to include the speed of movement as follows:

φeq,i = σeq,i +Keq,iσ̇eq,i = 0 (22)

φin,i = σin,i +Kin,iσ̇in,i ≤ 0, (23)

where Keq,i and Kin,i are free design parameters that determine the rate of190

approach to the constraint manifold and constraint boundary, respectively.
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3.4. Chattering

Discrete-time implementations of the proposed SMC makes the system leave

the ideal SM and oscillate with finite frequency and amplitude inside a band

around φ = 0, which is called chattering [2]. The upper bound for the chattering

band 4φ of the proposal can be obtained using the Euler-integration of the

discontinuous control action given by Eq. (10), that is:

4φ = Ts |Lgφ u| = Ts u
+ diag(W), (24)

where Ts is the sampling time of the robot system and function diag(·) gives a

column vector with the diagonal elements of a square matrix.

3.5. Adaptive sliding mode control195

Since the switching gain u+ can be varying in time, a common option consists

in using an adaptive switching gain (ASG) in order to minimize its value online

and, thus, the control effort and chattering amplitude are reduced.

3.5.1. Adaptive switching gain for the conventional sliding mode control.

Among the different ASG laws in the literature for conventional SMC, this

work considers the following discrete algorithm proposed in [30]:

u+(k) = u+(k − 1) + Ts µeq sign(φeq(k)) sign(φeq(k − 1)), (25)

where u+(k) and u+(k − 1) are the values of the switching gain for the current200

and the previous time steps, respectively, φeq(k) and φeq(k − 1) are values of

the equality constraint function for the current and the previous time steps,

respectively, and µeq is a positive configuration parameter that determines the

speed of the adaptation. Since the SMC consists in a first-order control law, the

SM surface should be crossed in every successive time step and, hence, the ASG205

law in (25) increases the switching gain if the SM surface has not been crossed

and decreases it otherwise. Thus, the method aims to lead the system to cross

the SM surface while minimizing the switching gain.
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3.5.2. Adaptive switching gain for the one-side sliding mode control.

In the same spirit of the ASG discrete algorithm (25), this work proposes

the following ASG law for the one-side SMC:

u+(k) = u+(k − 1) + Ts µin fASG(φin(k), φin(k − 1)), (26)

where µin is the speed adaptation parameter and fASG(A,B) is equal to: 1 if210

B > 0 and A > 0; −1 if B > 0 and A < 0; and 0 for the remaining cases.

This ASG law is explained as follows: when the inequality constraint is unful-

filled at a given time step (i.e., φin(k−1) > 0) the switching gain is decreased or

increased depending on whether the constraint boundary is successfully crossed

or not at the next time step. Hence, the method aims to lead the system to215

cross the boundary of the inequality constraint whenever it is unfulfilled while

minimizing the switching gain. Thus, starting from any initial point in the non-

allowed region, the system crosses the constraint boundary in finite time and, for

constant conditions, the switching gain given by (26) converges to a bounded

region. The proof can be obtained straightforward considering the extension220

described in [30] with ρ+(k) = u+ and ρ−(k) = 0. Details omitted for brevity.

4. Proposed approach

The objective of this work is to obtain a robot control using the theory in

Section 3 so that robot and human operator cooperatively perform a surface

treatment task. For this purpose, some coordinates of the robot pose are con-225

trolled automatically to maintain the desired pressure between the robot tool

and the object’s surface as well as to assure that the tool is perpendicular to this

surface by using a force sensor, namely treatment sensor, attached to the end of

the robot tool. Meanwhile, other coordinates of the robot pose are controlled

by the human operator in order to guide the polishing tool along the object’s230

surface using a second force sensor, namely guide sensor, attached to some place

of the robot end-effector.
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4.1. System tasks

Four tasks with different priority levels are considered in this work:

• The first level (high-priority task) includes the equality constraints that235

must be satisfied at all times to properly accomplish the treatment on the

surface with the robot tool.

• The second level (medium-high-priority task) includes the inequality con-

straints required for the robot to track the human operator’s forces using

the guide sensor.240

• The third level (medium-low-priority task) is used to reduce to zero the

speed of the robot tool when no operator’s forces is detected by the guide

sensor.

• The fourth level (low-priority task) is considered only for the case of re-

dundant robots in order to keep the robot close to the home configuration.245

4.2. Lie derivatives

In order to use the theory in Section 3, a dynamical system in the form of

Eq. (8) is considered with the state vector x =
[
qT q̇T

]T
, the disturbance

vector d = dc and the input vector u = q̈c. Hence, the model is a double

integrator, and from (4) the state equation results in:

ẋ =

O I

O O

x +

 0

dc

+

O
I

u, (27)

and, therefore, the Lie derivatives for the constraint function φi are given by:

Lgφi =∇φT
i g = (∂φi/∂q̇)T (28)

Lfφi =∇φT
i f = (∂φi/∂q)

T
q̇ + (∂φi/∂q̇)

T
dc. (29)
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4.3. Force model

The constraints for the first two levels are defined below depending on the

vectors Ft and Fg of forces and torques measured by the treatment and guide

sensors, respectively. In many applications, the interaction forces F between

the robot/tool and the environment can be approximated by the ideal elastic

model below [31]:

F = Ks ∆s(q,ps) =
[
Fx Fy Fz Fα Fβ Fγ

]T
, (30)

where vector F is relative to the tool coordinate system, Ks is a diagonal matrix

with the stiffness coefficients for each tool axis and vector ∆s is the mechanical

deformation of the sensor relative to the tool coordinate system, which depends250

on the robot configuration q and the position and orientation ps of the object

in contact with the robot, i.e., the object being treated or the human operator

guiding the robot tool.

4.4. Level 1: Constraints for the surface treatment task

Three equality constraints are defined for the surface treatment as follows:

σ1,z(Ft) =σ1,z(q, t) = Ft,z − Fz,ref = 0 (31)

σ1,α(Ft) =σ1,α(q, t) = Ft,α = 0 (32)

σ1,β(Ft) =σ1,β(q, t) = Ft,β = 0, (33)

where Ft,z is the linear force measured by the treatment sensor in the tool255

Z-axis, Ft,α and Ft,β are the angular forces (i.e., torques) measured by the

treatment sensor in the tool X- and Y -axes, and Fz,ref is the desired force

between the tool and the surface being treated in the tool Z-axis. Hence, the

first equality constraint is used to attain the desired force Fz,ref between the

tool and the surface, whereas the last two equality constraints are used to keep260

the tool orientation perpendicular to the surface, since the torques in X- and

Y -axes are zero if the tool is perfectly perpendicular to the surface.
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Taking into account (22), (28) and (30)–(33), the Lie derivative Lgφ1 re-

quired for the SMC in (10) is given by:

Lgφ1 = (∂φ1/∂q̇)T = K1 (∂σ1/∂q)T

= K1


0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

Kt,sJn = K1H1Kt,sJn, (34)

where σ1 is a column vector composed of all equality constraints σ1,i, K1 is a

diagonal matrix composed of all the approaching parametersKeq,i, see (22), Kt,s

is the stiffness diagonal matrix for the treatment sensor and Jn is the geometric265

Jacobian relative to the tool coordinate system [31], i.e., the Jacobian matrix

relating the joint velocities q̇ and the linear and angular velocities of the end-

effector relative to the tool coordinate system.

Since the stiffness coefficients Kt,s in Lgφ1 (34) may not be known, they

can be included without loss of generality in the switching gain weight matrix

W1, so that the conventional SMC given by (10) is modified as follows:

K1H1Jnq̈c = −W1sign(φ1) u+1 → A1q̈c = b1, (35)

where A1 and b1 are the matrix and vector for the first task in (5) and:

W1 =


W1,z/Kt,s,z 0 0

0 W1,α/Kt,s,α 0

0 0 W1,β/Kt,s,β

 =


W 1,z 0 0

0 W 1,α 0

0 0 W 1,β

 .
(36)

4.5. Level 2: Constraints to track human operator’s forces

The following constraint is used to track the human operator’s forces:

σ2(Fg) = σ2(q, t) =
√
F 2
g,x + F 2

g,y − Fl,0 = Fl − Fl,0 ≤ 0, (37)
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where Fg,x and Fg,y are the linear forces detected by the guide sensor in its270

X- and Y -axes, which are perpendicular to the robot end-effector, Fl is the

magnitude of these linear forces and Fl,0 is a threshold so that the constraint

becomes active when the magnitude Fl is larger than this threshold, in which

case the robot tool is moved in the direction of the detected forces in order to

fulfill the constraint.275

Taking into account (23), (28) and (37), the Lie derivative Lgφ2 for the

above constraint, which is required for the one-side SMC in (13), is given by:

Lgφ2 = (∂φ2/∂q̇)T = K2 (∂σ2/∂q)T

= K2

[
F g,x F g,y 0 0 0 0

]
Kg,sJn = K2H2Kg,sJn, (38)

where K2 is the approaching parameter to the original constraint (37), see (23),

F g,i = Fg,i/Fl represents the normalized linear force in the i axis and Kg,s is

the stiffness diagonal matrix for the guide sensor.

The acceleration equality for the second level results in:

v2dm (pos (φ2))Lgφ2q̈c = −W2 pos (φ2) u+2 , (39)

whereW2 and u+2 are the switching gain weight and switching gain, respectively,

for Level 2 (in this scalar case the switching gain weight could be omitted).280

Since the stiffness coefficients Kg,s in Lgφ2 (38) may not be known, they

can be included in the switching gain weight W2 in (39) as follows:

v2dm (pos (φ2))K2H2Jnq̈c = −W 2pos(φ2) u+2 → A2q̈c = b2, (40)

where A2 and b2 are the values for the second task in (5) and:

W 2 = W2/Ks,l, (41)

where it has been assumed the same stiffness coefficient Ks,l for both linear

coordinates, i.e., Ks,l = Kg,s,x = Kg,s,y and, hence, the linear motion of the
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robot tool given by (40) is in the same direction as the human operator’s forces.

4.6. Level 3: Speed reduction

The following equality is considered to reduce to zero the tool speed:

Jq̈c =−K3,vṗ− sign(ṗ)u+3 → A3q̈c = b3, (42)

where the tool speed ṗ is obtained from the first-order kinematics (2), K3,v is285

the velocity correction gain of the continuous term in the above control law, u+3
is the switching gain of the conventional SMC used in the second term, and A3

and b3 are the matrix and vector for the third task in (5). Basically, the above

control law uses the first continuous term for speed reduction when ṗ 6= 0 and

the second switching term to compensate the term J̇q̇ of the robot second-order290

kinematics (3) when ṗ = 0. This hybrid control law has several advantages:

the time derivative of the robot Jacobian is not required; the switching gain

u+3 can be relatively small, reducing the chattering effects, while a fast speed

convergence to zero is obtained due to the continuous correction term.

4.7. Level 4: Home configuration295

This level applies only for redundant robots, since otherwise there are no

remaining degrees of freedom at this level. Among the different available options

in the literature, this work considers “pushing” the robot to a home configuration

q0 to avoid a bias robot self-motion which may lead achieving critical areas, joint

limits, etc. For this purpose, the following equality is considered:

q̈c = −K4,vq̇ +K4,p(q0 − q) → A4q̈c = b4, (43)

where K4,v and K4,p are the gains used for the velocity and position corrections,

respectively, and A4 and b4 are the matrix and vector for the fourth task in (5).

4.8. Additional remarks

Control action. In this work the joint accelerations are considered as the SM dis-

continuous control action, which yields two advantages: the joint velocities are300
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continuous (smoother control) and it allows to reach smoothly the constraints

manifold. If the actual control action are the joint velocities (or positions), a

pure single (or double) integrator can be applied to the discontinuous control

signal to compute the actual continuous control action.

Time derivatives. The method requires the time derivatives Ḟt and Ḟg for the305

SMC in the first and second levels and q̇ for the tasks in the remaining levels.

The simplest way to deal with this issue consists in using numerical differentia-

tion. However, some kind of filtering should be previously applied to the actual

variable when non-negligible noise is present. Note that the low-pass filter used

for noise reduction must not limit the bandwidth of the control law.310

4.9. Advantages of the proposed method

The first advantage of the proposed multitask SMC is complementarity :

one task is in charge of controlling the robot force to accomplish the surface

treatment task, while another task is in charge of moving the robot along the

surface according to the human operator’s forces. Other advantages of the315

proposed method compared to traditional approaches are:

• Smoothness: firstly, the joint velocities are continuous since the SM con-

trol action are the joint accelerations; and, secondly, the boundary of the

original constraints is reached progressively depending on a free design

parameter.320

• Robustness: the SMC algorithm is robust against the Lie derivatives Lfφi

since they are collinear [2] with the discontinuous control action. There-

fore, it is not affected by the terms included in Lfφi, such as: the inaccura-

cies dc of the low-level control loop; the pose ps of the robot environment

(i.e., the surface being treated and the human operator guiding the robot325

tool) and its derivative; the time derivative of the Jacobian matrix; etc.

• Low computational cost : Only partial information of the system model is

used, i.e., the Lie derivatives Lfφi are not needed (see the terms listed
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above), only the Lie derivatives Lgφi are required. In particular, the

conventional and one-side SMCs in Level 1 and Level 2 only require the330

robot Jacobian and the constraint functions φi, which are computed from

the measurements Ft and Fg of the treatment and guide sensors. Hence,

the proposed approach only requires a few program lines and has reduced

computation time, see Section 6.

5. Evaluation of the proposed control method335

In this section, the main features of the proposed adaptive conventional and

one-side SMCs are illustrated by simulating a DC motor model, as it allows

to better highlighting the merits of the proposed controller with a traditional

example. Note that this model represents one joint of the robot system and

can be easily extrapolated to a given number of joints, as considered in the real340

experimentation of Section 7. The simulation results presented in this section

were obtained using MATLAB R©.

The DC motor model is given by:

ω̇ = (Km,t im − bm ω)/Jm (44)

i̇m = (−Rm im + Vm −Km,e ω)/Lm, (45)

were ω is the rotor angular velocity, im the armature current, Vm the voltage

source, Jm the moment of inertia of the rotor, bm the motor viscous friction con-

stant, Km,e the electromotive force constant, Km,t the motor torque constant,345

Rm the electric resistance and Lm the electric inductance.

For this model, the output of the system will be the rotor speed ω and the

input or control action the voltage Vm.

In order to track the reference velocity ωref the equality and inequality

constraints for the conventional and one-side SMC are defined in terms of the
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error e = ωref − ω as follows:

σeq,m(ω) = e = 0, φeq,m(ω, ω̇) = σeq,m +Keq,mσ̇eq,m = 0 (46)

σin,m(ω) = |e| − emax ≤ 0, φin,m(ω, ω̇) = σin,m +Kin,mσ̇in,m ≤ 0, (47)

where Keq,m and Kin,m are the approaching parameters to the original con-

straints and emax is the maximum allowed tracking error considered for the350

inequality constraint. Note that the relative degree between the constraint func-

tions {φeq,m, φin,m} and the control action Vm is equal to one, as required by

SM control theory.

Therefore, the Lie derivative Lgφ and the control action Vm for the conven-

tional and one-side SMCs are given by:

Lgφeq,m = −(Keq,mKm,t/Lm), Vm =sign(φeq,m)u+ (48)

Lgφin,m = −(Kin,mKm,t/Lm)sign(e), Vm =sign(e)pos(φin,m)u+, (49)

where the switching gain u+ includes all the constants of the control action.

5.1. Results for the conventional sliding mode control355

The following ASG laws in the literature are considered for comparison:

M1) Method in [32]:

u+(t) = u+(t0) +Kint

∫ t

τ=t0

‖φ‖ dτ, (50)

where u+(t0) is the initial SMC switching gain and Kint is a positive

configuration parameter that determines the speed of the adaptation.

M2) Method in [33]:

u+(t) = u+(t0) +Kint

∫ t

τ=t0

(‖φ‖ − ψ) dτ, (51)

where ψ is a positive constant lower than the SM band 4φ.
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M3) Method in [34]:

u+(t) = η
(
e‖φ‖ − 1

)
+Kint

∫ t

τ=t0

(‖φ‖ − ψ) dτ, (52)

where η is a positive configurable parameter.360

M4) Method in [35]:

u+(t) = η
(
e‖φ‖ − 1

)
+Kint

∫ t

τ=t0

‖φ‖ sign (‖φ‖ − ψ) dτ. (53)

M5) Discrete method in [30], see (25)

The simulation was run under the following conditions: Ts = 1ms, Jm =

0.1 kg.m2, bm = 0.1 N.m.s, Km,e = 0.01 V.s, Km,t = 0.01 N.m/A, Rm = 1 Ω,

Lm = 0.5 H, Keq,m = 0.1 and the switching gain parameters are:365

• FSG (fixed switching gain): u+ = 100

• M1: u+(t0) = 100, Kint = 500

• M2: u+(t0) = 100, Kint = 500, ψ = 0.01

• M3: η = 160, Kint = 1000, ψ = 0.01

• M4: η = 160, Kint = 1000, ψ = 0.01370

• M5: u+(k0) = 100, µeq,m = 500.

For the simulation, the reference velocity ωref consists of two segments (see

the bottom plot in Fig. 2): for the first segment the reference is a sinusoidal

wave ωref (t) = 0.5 + 0.5 sin(1.33πt) rad/s, whereas for the second segment the

reference velocity is a constant value of 0.5 rad/s. Fig. 2 shows that once the375

initial error of both segments has been corrected, only the discrete method M5

properly modifies the switching gain according to the reference velocity (see

the middle and bottom plots): for the sinusoidal segment the switching gain is
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approximately a periodic signal with the same period of the reference signal;

whereas for the constant segment the switching gain remains constant. Note380

that despite that the system conditions are constant for the second segment,

among the ASG methods only the discrete method M5 properly reaches a low

constant value for the switching gain. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

discrete ASG method M5 has the best performance, since it adapts promptly

and effectively the switching gain and, hence, this method is used for the real385

experimentation in Section 7.

5.2. Results for the one-side sliding mode control

Since there are no ASG laws in the literature for the proposed one-side

SMC, the proposed ASG law is compared below with a Fixed Switching Gain

(FSG) strategy. The simulation was run under the same conditions indicated390

in Section 5.1 except for the following: ωref (t) = 0.5 + 0.5 sin(1.33πt − π/2),

Kin,m = 0.1, emax = 0.05 and the switching gain parameters are as follows:

• FSG High: u+ = 200

• FSG Low: u+ = 50

• Proposed ASG: u+(k0) = 50 and µin,m = 3000.395

The comparison for this simulation is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In

particular, the tracking error for the FSG case with a low gain is larger than

the maximum allowed error emax during some phases of the simulation, which

means that the switching gain is not large enough. In contrast, for both the FSG

case with a high gain and the ASG method the tracking error is kept within the400

allowed band, see the top plot in Fig. 3. However, since the ASG method uses a

lower value for the switching gain, see the middle plot in Fig. 3, the chattering

band obtained with this method is smaller than that obtained with the FSG

case with a high gain, see the constraint functions φin,m in the detail view of

Fig. 4(d). Therefore, the proposed ASG method for the one-side SMC has a405

good performance and adapts effectively the switching gain.
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6. Controller implementation

The pseudo-code of the method is shown below, which uses the following aux-

iliary functions: kinematic function l(q); Jacobian matrices J and Jn; Moore-

Penrose pseudoinverse (·)†, using a tolerance to set to zero the very small singu-410

lar values [36]; GetRobotStateAndForces, which returns the current robot state

{q, q̇} and force vectors Ft and Fg, which have already been filtered by the

sensor electronics; and SendToJointControllers(q̈c), which sends the current

commanded joint acceleration vector to the joint controllers. The computation

time per iteration of the algorithm using compiled C code in a modern computer415

was around 15 microseconds for the experiment in Section 7.

7. Real experimentation

7.1. Setup

The setup used for the experiment consists of (see Fig. 5): a Sawyer robot;

a plastic T-shaped guiding handle composed of two prismatic portions of di-420

mensions 148x30x6mm and 30x36x6mm; a force/torque sensor ATI Nano25

(guide sensor) located between the last link of the robot and the guiding han-

dle; another force/torque sensor ATI Nano25 (treatment sensor) located be-

tween the guiding handle and the tool; a profiling tool consisting of a cylinder

of 43x43x10mm; and a flat rectangular plastic object of 190x95x3mm as target.425

The proposed controller has been implemented in an external PC worksta-

tion (Intel Core i5-3470 processor at 3.2GHz) using Ubuntu 16.04 as Operative

System, ROS (Robot Operating System) Lunar distribution as middleware to

interface with the Sawyer robot, Intera 5 SDK software provided by the robot

manufacturer (Rethink Robotics) and the netft_rdt_driver ROS package pro-430

vided by the sensor manufacturer (ATI Industrial Automation). The Sawyer

robot, force sensors and external PC workstation are connected to an Ethernet

switch device and communicate via UDP protocol.

The SDK software allows the development of custom applications to run

outside the robot controller [37]. In particular, the algorithm presented in435
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Algorithm executed at sampling time of Ts seconds
1 [q, q̇,Ft,Fg] =GetRobotStateAndForces;
2 p = l(q) ; // Eq. (1)
3 ṗ = Jq̇ ; // Eq. (2)
4 Ḟt = (Ft − Ft,prev)/Ts ; // Derivative
5 Ḟg = (Fg − Fg,prev)/Ts ; // Derivative

6 φ1 =

Ft,z − Fz,ref +K1,zḞt,z
Ft,α +K1,αḞt,α
Ft,β +K1,βḞt,β

 ; // Eqs. (22),(31)-(33)

7 φ2 =
√
F 2
g,x + F 2

g,y − Fl,0 +K2
Ḟg,xFg,x + Ḟg,yFg,y√

F 2
g,x + F 2

g,y

; // Eqs. (23),(37)

8 W 1,i = W 1,i,prev + Ts µ1,i sign(φ1,i) sign(φ1,prev,i) for i = z, α, β ;
// Eq. (25)

9 W 2 = W 2,prev + Ts µ2 fASG(φ2, φ2,prev) ; // Eq. (26)
10 A1 = K1H1Jn ; // Eq. (35)
11 b1 = −W1 sign (φ1) u+1 ; // Eq. (35)
12 A2 = v2dm (pos (φ2))K2H2Jn ; // Eq. (40)
13 b2 = −W 2 pos (φ2) u+2 ; // Eq. (40)
14 A3 = J ; // Eq. (42)
15 b3 = −K3,vṗ− sign(ṗ)u+3 ; // Eq. (42)
16 A4 = I ; // Eq. (43)
17 b4 = −K4,vq̇ +K4,p(q0 − q) ; // Eq. (43)
18 q̈c,1 = A†1b1 ; // Eq. (6), i = 1

19 N1 = I−A†1A1 ; // Eq. (7), i = 1

20 q̈c,2 = q̈c,1 + (A2N1)†(b2 −A2q̈c,1) ; // Eq. (6), i = 2

21 N2 = N1(I− (A2N1)†(A2N1)) ; // Eq. (7), i = 2

22 q̈c,3 = q̈c,2 + (A3N2)†(b3 −A3q̈c,2) ; // Eq. (6), i = 3

23 N3 = N2(I− (A3N2)†(A3N2)) ; // Eq. (7), i = 3

24 q̈c,4 = q̈c,3 + (A4N3)†(b4 −A4q̈c,3) ; // Eq. (6), i = 4
25 SendToJointControllers(q̈c,4);
26 Ft,prev = Ft ; // For next iteration
27 Fg,prev = Fg ; // For next iteration
28 φ1,prev = φ1 ; // For next iteration
29 φ2,prev = φ2 ; // For next iteration
30 W1,prev = W1 ; // For next iteration
31 W 2,prev = W 2 ; // For next iteration

Section 6 has been implemented in the external PC workstation using the

intera_interface module provided by the SDK, which interfaces with the

robot controller and each of the Nano25 box controllers via ROS.
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7.2. Experiment conditions

i) The period Ts is set to 0.02s and the commanded accelerations q̈c are inte-440

grated to obtain the commanded velocities q̇c sent to the robot controller.

ii) The signals of both force sensors are filtered using a low-pass filter with a

cut-off frequency of 73Hz, which is implemented in the sensor electronics.

iii) Parameters used for Level 1 (Section 4.4): Fz,ref = −10N, u+1 = 0.06,

W 1,z = 0.8, W 1,α = W 1,β = 12, µ1,i = 0.02 and K1,i = 0.15.445

iv) Parameters used for Level 2 (Section 4.5): Fl,0 = 3N, u+2 = 0.24 (switching

gain weight omitted for this scalar case), µ2 = 0.04 and K2 = 0.075.

v) Parameters used for Level 3 (Section 4.6): K3,v = 0.01 and u+3 = 1.

vi) Parameters used for Level 4 (Section 4.7): K4,v = 4.5, K4,p = 0.75 and

q0 =
[
1.04◦ −36.41◦ −1.39◦ 95.24◦ 2.08◦ 30.19◦ 188.29◦

]T
.450

7.3. Results

In order to verify the performance of the proposed approach

an experiment has been conducted, whose video can be played at

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=84004b60-5a77-11e8-aab9-a1a4e108f2ab.

Fig. 6 shows several frames from the video: Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) (interval 17s–23s455

in the video) show how the user guides the robot tool when the flat target

object is resting on the table; Fig. 6(c) and 6(d) (interval 35s–37s) show how

the robot tool smoothly stops when the user releases the robot guiding handle2;

and Fig. 6(e), and 6(f) (interval 2m21s–2m25s) show how the user guides the

robot tool when the flat object changes its position, orientation and stiffness,460

i.e., when the flat object is held above the table.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of the current approach in terms of constraint

functions, switching gains and activation of the inequality constraint used to

2A smooth stop has been considered for the robot tool. However, the desired speed reduc-
tion to stop the robot tool can be selected in Level 3.
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guide the robot tool. In particular, it can be seen that the equality constraints

{σ1,z, σ1,α, σ1,β} are switching around zero as expected. This means that the465

surface treatment is being done properly: the tool orientation is perpendicular

to the object surface and the pressure with the tool on the surface is being

kept around the desired value regardless the changes of the object position,

orientation and stiffness. The figure also shows the variation of the computed

switching gain u+1,z to keep the pressure on the object surface regardless the470

changes in its stiffness. In particular, for the intervals 85s–136s and 155s–168s

in the graph (1m40s–2m31s and 2m50s–3m03 in the video) the flat object is held

above the table and, hence, its stiffness coefficient in the Z-axis is significantly

reduced because it has no support. Thus, for this interval the ASG method

increases the switching gain u+1,z to properly keep the desired pressure, see the475

second plot in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 also shows in the sixth plot the variation of the computed switching

gain in Level 2, where it can be seen that it is increased by the ASG algorithm

when large force magnitudes are detected, see the peaks in the fifth plot. Fig. 8

shows the trajectory followed by the robot tool, where it can be seen that a large480

area has been covered by the tool during the experiment: around 0.4 meters in

both X- and Y -axes and 0.2 meters in Z-axis.

Note that the method is very sensitive to the human operator’s forces: the

robot tool is guided by the operator using very small forces. However, if a

low threshold Fl,0 is considered, the constraint at Level 2 could be accidentally485

triggered given the effective weight supported by the guide sensor, yielding an

undesired tool motion. Indeed, an accidental activation occurs in the interval

2m09s–2m12s of the video due to the large tilt angle of the flat object, causing

the weight component acting on the surface plane to become larger than the

mentioned threshold. This undesired movement is simply avoided when the user490

handles the guiding element again, as is expected to be the situation generally

(see interval 2m12s–2m15s in the video). In practice, to avoid this weight-

related force perturbation, it is convenient to minimize the weight supported by

the guide sensor.
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To further document this phenomenon, another experiment has495

been conducted using a different force sensors configuration readily ad-

equate to avoid the accidental activation of the Level 2 constraint.

Fig. 9(a) shows the new sensor configuration in which the weight sup-

ported by the guide sensor (sensor at the top) is significantly reduced,

only supporting the weight of the plastic T-shaped guiding handle it-500

self (shown in white). The video of the experiment can be played at

https://media.upv.es/player/?id=a27932a0-5a77-11e8-aab9-a1a4e108f2ab,

where it can be seen that in contrast to the previous case, when the flat

object is held above the table with a large tilt angle as before, and the user

releases the robot guiding tool, the manipulator remains motionless, (interval505

1m21s–1m30s, and Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c)).

8. Conclusions

This work has proposed a human-robot closely collaborative solution to coop-

eratively perform surface treatment tasks such as polishing, grinding, deburring,

etc. For this purpose, two force sensors attached to the manipulator end-effector510

and tool have been considered: one sensor is used to properly accomplish the

surface treatment task, i.e., to attain the desired pressure between the tool and

the surface being treated, as well as to keep the tool orientation perpendicular

to the surface; whereas the second sensor is used by the human operator to

guide the robot tool along the surface to be treated.515

The proposed control scheme is based on task priority and adaptive sliding

mode control. A distinctive feature of the method is that the controller was

developed using not only conventional sliding mode control but also a novel

one-side sliding mode control. In addition, an adaptive switching gain law was

considered not only for the conventional sliding mode control but also for the520

proposed one-side sliding mode control.

The main advantages of the method are robustness and low computational

cost. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed collaborative solution for
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robotic surface treatment have been substantiated by experimental results using

a redundant 7R manipulator.525
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Fig. 1. Graphical comparison between conventional SMC (left) and one-side SMC (right).
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Fig. 2. Simulation with constant motor parameters and sinusoidal and constant reference
velocity: comparison of the FSG and ASG methods.
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velocity: comparison of FSG and ASG methods in terms of error and switching gain.
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup: 7R serial manipulator with two force sensors (guide and treat-
ment sensors), a plastic T-shaped guiding handle (black), a tool consisting of a cylinder (black)
and a flat rectangular plastic object as target (red).
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(a) video: 0m17s; graph: 2s (b) video: 0m23s; graph: 8s

(c) video: 0m35s; graph: 20s (d) video: 0m37s; graph: 22s

(e) video: 2m21s; graph: 126s (f) video: 2m25s; graph: 130s

Fig. 6. Frames of the video of the experiment. The time instant is indicated for each frame.
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Fig. 7. Behavior of the constraints in the experiment. First, third, fourth and fifth plots:
constraint functions for Level 1 and Level 2, the modified constraint function φi is in dark-
blue, whereas the original constraint function σi is in light-cyan. Second and sixth plots:
switching gains for Level 1 (u+1,z = W 1,zu

+
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(a) Detail view of the new configuration for the force sensors:
the guide sensor only supports the weight of the plastic T-
shaped guiding handle.

(b) Frame of the video at instant 1m22s (c) Frame of the video at instant 1m25s

Fig. 9. Experiment with a different force sensors configuraton.
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